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Dear everybody! 
Ema participated at Terra Madre meeting a lot of interesting people and 
Eva is full speed promoting KunstDoel and preparing the LDP event for 
Thursday 13th. Find all the information in this Sweetletter. 
 
Hugs from Italy 
 
Filippo, Emanuela and Sonja 
 
Turin (Italy)  
Ema participated at Terra Madre 
 
The third edition of the biennial international meeting of the Terra Madre 
Network took place in Torino from October 23rd to 27th. For four days it 
brought together food communities, cooks, academics and youth delegates. 
Emanuela met there Nicola Perullo, from the University of Taste, where 
they participated in a discussion with writers, philosophers and chefs. 
They talked about the concept of pleasure that comes along with a sweet, 
something universally recognized. Taste is therefore conceived in terms of 
pleasure. The discussion also dealt with the memory linked to food and how 
a taste becomes a cultural heritage. 
 
Afterwards Emanuela met an israelic chef from “Chef for peace” who cooks 
original recipes from the Bible. Together with other cooks coming from all 
over they prepared some dishes while sharing ideas, discussing about 
impressions or explaining the origins of the ingredients. When Ema 
explained the LDP project they found it all very interesting. The experience 
of cooking together was the real implementation of the discussion held 
during the morning. 
 
More info about Terra Madre: 
(http://www.terramadre2006.org/pagine/incontri/welcome.lasso?id=4E987
38B0527425F87oLr17FB863&tp=3) 
 
 
Doel (Belgium) 
Eva and Frie are active saving Doel from demolition 
 
Exciting news came from Doel: Some 120 photographers and photographers' 
models came to Doel for a special models' happening. This event received 
enormous media coverage: all the newspapers and the main state, 
commercial and local TVs were in the village. 
They also interviewed Frie as local KunstDoel representative (see in dutch 
http://www.deredactie.be/cm/de.redactie/mediatheek/1.400479), and 
the main headlines in Monday's newspapers were "Only Art May Be Able To 
Save Doel" (quoting Frie). 



 
Eva organised a photo exhibition and a premiere of a documentary film 
about Doel for the 2nd of November in the historic Hooghuis and Frie 
organised for today a classical concert organized in the church of Doel. 
Eva is also busy for the big event at the University of Antwerpen on the 
13th of November, where they are going to present the LDP project and a 
recipe book. Emanuela is going to be in Belgium meeting Eva for a 
press conference, which is scheduled for the 14th of November. 
 
 
Berlin (Germany) / Istanbul (Turkey)           
Secil presented “Love to Love”  
 
Secil presented her “Love to Love” sweet an exhibition in Berlin. Moreover 
she organised a workshop there and another in Istanbul where she 
elaborated together with the participants the sweet.  
During these workshops she gave some molasses to participants and let them 
to create their own messages to the people they wanted to send them 
afterwards.  
 
We also received one here in Biella. Thank You! 
 
Find below the pictures from all the events:  
 

    
 

  
 

   
 
 
 
 


